
Editorial

D AYDREAMING IN FRONT OF A VEGETABLE GARDEN 

The weather on this evening is mild.  The old couple is sitting 

silently on the porch, facing the vegetable garden.  He, during a brisk walk, 
has just made one of his frequent rounds among the rows of carrots, 
onions, tomatoes, beans and peppers that spread out their promising 
young stems.  She, knitting in hand, wears a slight smile.  She is already 
dreaming of a joyous event that is finally possible this year: the canning of 
the generous gifts of the earth.  Her joy, beyond the prospect of having 
preserves for the winter, is particularly focused on the beautiful family 
reunions which will be forthcoming.  Everyone will be there, at last, after 
such a long separation caused by the pandemic.

Yes, everyone will pitch in.  The sons will show their expertise in picking 

and washing fruits and vegetables, sterilizing jars 
and running errands around town as needed.  The 
daughters and daughters-in-law will be busy 
peeling, cutting, seasoning and cooking according 

to the nature of each product.  And what hearty atmosphere!  To the 
aromas that excite the taste buds will be mixed laughter, songs and stories.  
Young Marie-Lou will insist on demonstrating her computer skills by 
making dated and illustrated labels, no less! 
The grandchildren will be the first to benefit from these wonderful 
gatherings.  They will be invited to pick berries that will be made into jams 
or delicious jellies.  Contests will be initiated: who will fill their container 
first?  Of course, the size of the containers will be proportionate to the age 
of the participant.  When they return from the tour, a crown in the color of 
the fruit they picked will surround their thin lips.  Prizes will be attributed, 
but hungry stomachs will be able to devour the sandwiches, lemonade and 
especially the delicious seasonal pudding freshly baked by grandma.

Soon, these dreams will come true.  Afterwards, each family involved will 
return home, taking with them their share of the fruit of their labor and 
feeling a certain sadness for having to leave all these beautiful people so 
soon.  However, with the hope of seeing each other again next year, one 
condition must be met: all the beautiful mason jars must be returned to 
ensure new and joyful fruit and vegetable picking and preserving.  It will 
be so good to get together again! 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER! ENJOY YOUR GET-TOGETHERS!

In the middle of the 19th century, on October 20, 
1844, the Congregation of the Grey Nuns of 

Montreal received an urgent expression of need concerning his parish from 
Father Pierre Adrien Telmon, OMI, pastor of the young city of Bytown 
(now Ottawa): “Religious instruction and education are more pressing than 
anything else.   I am therefore writing to you today not to invite you, but to beg 
you to give us two of your sisters to do schooling here in both languages until they 
can, afterwards, embrace all the works which are the objective of your Institute.”
Faced with the insistence of this pastor who had already made the same 
request previously, after prayer and reflection, the community agreed to 
come to the aid of this new category of poor, the children without a school.   
It entrusted the young Sister Elisabeth Bruyère, who had already had 
several years of teaching experience before she entered religious life, with 
the task of establishing this indispensable work in a new environment.  Not 
only did she commit herself to this work, but she also saw to it that a 
quality staff was formed to serve these young people.

An educator at heart, at a time when there were no teachers’ colleges or 

universities, her pedagogical ideas allowed her to pay 
special attention to the work of teaching and to 
provide valuable guidance to her companions who 
were engaged in this ministry.  For the latter, her 
presence alone at the teachers’ meetings was an 
inspiration.  Aware of the role that female teachers 
were called upon to play in the educational process, 
she invited the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate to 

teach them chemistry, physics, botany and English rhetoric in addition to 
the regular subjects of arithmetic, geometry and geography.  She even 
sought recourse to outside individuals: Mr. Napoléon Bourassa came to 
teach drawing and painting.  She also sent her teachers to study the 
teaching methodology of the Christian Brothers. 
 
The advice that overflows in her letters was always very judicious, as 

shown by this message to the sisters in 
Pembroke on December 24, 1868: “Devote 
yourself fully to the students entrusted to you.  
Ready yourself to teach through your studies so that 
you will not be weak in any area.  Seriously study 
grammar, arithmetic, geography, etc., so that you 

may make your pupils strong in these important subjects.  Don't try to teach what 
you don't know, but make yourself capable of dealing with everything.”  On the 
same date, she encouraged the sisters from Montebello: "You must study 
and study every day, prepare the lessons you will have to explain."
She faithfully followed the academic careers of the teachers and did her 
best to prepare them, with the means available to her at the time when, 
beyond the subjects of teaching, it was especially important for her to see 
that the subjects are well assimilated by the pupils.  On June 4, 1862, she 
encouraged Sister Phelan to make sure “that the children have a good grasp of 
their subjects, that they don't come across as parrots.” To do this, she believed 

that the teachers should never stop studying and that they should carefully 
prepare their school work. Mother Bruyère therefore saw to the continuous 
training of her personnel by recommending perseverance in study, 
without forgetting the immediate preparation of classes. To the 
indispensable acquisition of the sciences, to enable the teachers to transmit 
them, Mother Bruyère added an essential point: the pooling of resources, 
fraternal mutual assistance. “We need to put our knowledge in common and to 
acquire new knowledge.”

Of course, for Mother Bruyère, religion and moral formation must be the 
major priority of the teachers, without however sinking into proselytism.  
Protestant girls were welcomed in the school like Catholics.  A golden rule 
expressed to Sister Ste-Marie on April 23, 1862 still applies in this area: 
“Work to form the heart and character of these dear children as well as their 
intelligence.” Thus, from the beginning of the Bytown boarding school, 
efforts were made to awaken the social conscience of the students, to make 
them aware of the needs of other children and of all the ill-fated.  They are 
occasionally brought into contact with the orphans and the handicapped 
members of the house.  They accompany the sisters who visit the poor.  
They are encouraged to perform acts of charity for the orphans.

By transmitting her vision to her fellow teachers, Mother Bruyère formed a 
group of multipliers who would in turn offer a choice education to society.
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can, afterwards, embrace all the works which are the objective of your Institute.”
Faced with the insistence of this pastor who had already made the same 
request previously, after prayer and reflection, the community agreed to 
come to the aid of this new category of poor, the children without a school.   
It entrusted the young Sister Elisabeth Bruyère, who had already had 
several years of teaching experience before she entered religious life, with 
the task of establishing this indispensable work in a new environment.  Not 
only did she commit herself to this work, but she also saw to it that a 
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you will not be weak in any area.  Seriously study 
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may make your pupils strong in these important subjects.  Don't try to teach what 
you don't know, but make yourself capable of dealing with everything.”  On the 
same date, she encouraged the sisters from Montebello: "You must study 
and study every day, prepare the lessons you will have to explain."
She faithfully followed the academic careers of the teachers and did her 
best to prepare them, with the means available to her at the time when, 
beyond the subjects of teaching, it was especially important for her to see 
that the subjects are well assimilated by the pupils.  On June 4, 1862, she 
encouraged Sister Phelan to make sure “that the children have a good grasp of 
their subjects, that they don't come across as parrots.” To do this, she believed 

that the teachers should never stop studying and that they should carefully 
prepare their school work. Mother Bruyère therefore saw to the continuous 
training of her personnel by recommending perseverance in study, 
without forgetting the immediate preparation of classes. To the 
indispensable acquisition of the sciences, to enable the teachers to transmit 
them, Mother Bruyère added an essential point: the pooling of resources, 
fraternal mutual assistance. “We need to put our knowledge in common and to 
acquire new knowledge.”

Of course, for Mother Bruyère, religion and moral formation must be the 
major priority of the teachers, without however sinking into proselytism.  
Protestant girls were welcomed in the school like Catholics.  A golden rule 
expressed to Sister Ste-Marie on April 23, 1862 still applies in this area: 
“Work to form the heart and character of these dear children as well as their 
intelligence.” Thus, from the beginning of the Bytown boarding school, 
efforts were made to awaken the social conscience of the students, to make 
them aware of the needs of other children and of all the ill-fated.  They are 
occasionally brought into contact with the orphans and the handicapped 
members of the house.  They accompany the sisters who visit the poor.  
They are encouraged to perform acts of charity for the orphans.

By transmitting her vision to her fellow teachers, Mother Bruyère formed a 
group of multipliers who would in turn offer a choice education to society.
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“We have seen with our own eyes how Irmã Susana (Sister 
Suzanne) has incarnated the charism of our Congregation 
in evangelization”, say our Brazilian Sisters and they 
add “in the footsteps of Mother Bruyère, in the service of 
the poor.” 

It must be said that Sister Suzanne, a musician, learned very early to align 
herself with the mission that awaited her in Brazil. As soon as she got off 
the boat in Rio de Janeiro, on March 27, 1961, she recognized Dom Helder 
Camera who had come to welcome the new missionaries. “It was a prophetic 
sign,”she said, “to be the first to meet the defender of the poor on Brazilian soil.”  
 
Moreover, it was at this time that she gradually learned to dance with the 
music to the rhythm of the poor, just like Mother Bruyère. While still a 
student of the Portuguese language in Marília, she took advantage of some 
time off to go to Tupi Paulista to see the color of the walls of the Sisters’ 
future house next to the hospital.  What a surprise: “But wait, Sister, it hasn't 
even started yet. We have to wait for the coffee harvest first to see if we can proceed 
with the building!”  This was enough to make Sister Suzanne think, and she 
already recognizes that in the Church animated by Liberation theology in 
which she is now embarking, it is no longer enough to act “in favor of the 
poor” but “starting from the poor.”

It was on December 1, 1961, that the first notes of the mission would set the 
tone for all that was to follow. Sister Suzanne began to work, with her 
companions, at the Santa Casa hospital that had just opened its doors in 
Tupi Paulista. Like Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne took courage and 
presented Mother Saint Paul with the first dilemma of the foundation: 
“Why do we have to start with the hospital when we have been called for the 
Pastoral Ministry?” Realizing the importance of the mission of the Sisters in 
Pastoral Care, the authorities allowed Sister Suzanne to stay and work in 
Pastoral Care at Panorama Parish with Miss Françoise Noël, a lay 
missionary. And to begin catechesis under a tree with a small group of 
children until the time came to find a space in the church that was just 

being built. For the daughters of Mother Bruyère in Brazil, this event gave 
a whole new meaning to the mission: “When God calls, He makes the 
paths straight!” With Sister Suzanne, we realize how much God 
guarantees his presence to the community in a prophetic way and that, 
since the beginning of the foundation.

Later in 1964, describing the beginnings of the mission in Pastoral Care 
with the arrival of Sister Margarida (Bibiane Lavictoire) and Sister Éveline 
Joanisse in the Parish of Monte Castelo, Sister Suzanne comments: “With 
the arrival of new groups of missionaries from Canada, we begin to work on an 
equal footing in the mission with the people. We are not just helpers, we are jointly 
responsible for the mission.” This awareness of joint responsibility 
strengthens perseverance and fulfillment of the mission: the Sisters get 
together and prepare a new Catechetical Program in preparation for First 
Communion: Eis me aqui, Senhor!  (Here I am Lord!). The participation of 
the families in the process of evangelization is favorable to the formation 
of groups that create the Base Communities (CEBs) that Sr. Suzanne 
accompanies and from there the experience multiplies throughout the 
Comarca (Pastoral Unit).

In 1972, there is no shortage of challenges 
in the mission as described by Sister 
Suzanne but God ensures his presence to 
the extent of moving mountains if 
necessary. Following the example of 

Mother Bruyère, we invoked Marguerite d'Youville.  It was then that she 
inspired us to return to our roots: to opt for the poorest, the one who, in 
this faith-filled milieu, is hungry for the Word of God.  Several conferences 
and numerous achievements are carried out to strengthen the 
commitment to apostolic life starting from a more authentic community 
life in the school of great spiritual masters, including Fr. Luciano Mendes 
de Oliveira and Fr. João Batista Libânio. Vocation ministry is initiated by 
the novices themselves. The Sisters implement the new catechetical 
program throughout the region. “And I, says Sister Suzanne, respond to the 
invitation to share my experience with the Base Communities at the diocesan 
meeting in Marília.”  That was all it took for a telegram received on 
November 11, 1972, to confirm that the Sisters could continue their 

pastoral mission in Brazil. For Sister Suzanne, in fact, there is something 
akin with “the mustard seed” of which Jesus speaks, just as in the 
foundation of Bytown: a force capable of intervening to guarantee the 
mission.

Appointed Regional Superior from 1978 to 1982, Sister Suzanne reserved a 
missionary activity as a backdrop, that of accompanying the Base 
Community in the center of Tupi Paulista, in addition to responding to the 
Pastoral Region of the Diocese of Marília in order to share her experience 
with Base Communities. At the end of her mandate as Regional Superior, 
in March 1982, Sister Suzanne led the Congregation and the people of Tupi 
Paulista to a greater missionary openness. With her companions, she 
accepts to be foundress of the new mission in Ferraz de Vasconcelos/SP, in 
the diocese of Mogi das Cruzes to work in Pastoral Care in the outskirts of 
São Paulo, with religious of Dutch origin, the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts 
of Jesus and Mary. Elisabeth Bruyère and her daughters rely more than 
ever on the Church's preferential option for the poor in Latin America to 
advance the mission: “To lean down to the poor is to go up to God!” It is in 
this context that Sister Suzanne assumes the biblical formation in the Base 
Communities of the two parishes and initiates prison pastoral ministry, 
setting the tone in order to humanize such an environment in the name of 
the Gospel, to the point of calling the inmates “her prison loves”!

Sister Suzanne spent her time doing good 
in Brazil (from 1961-1996) by building 
bridges between the Sisters, the Pastoral 
teams, the Church and the poor. Like 
Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne made sure 
that the most perfect harmony reigned 
among us in Brazil. It is in this spirit that 
Sister Suzanne is remembered at the time of 

her eulogy: "In all the parishes, in all our communities where she passed, it was 
in simplicity and humility that Sister Suzanne served the poor and taught the 
truth, thus revealing the compassion of God the Father. Her favorites were without 
a doubt the poor, the prisoners and the sick. With what affection, what gentleness, 
what tenderness Sister Suzanne treated each and everyone! What love, what 
interest she had for the Base Groups, the Base Communities (CEBs)! How she 
struggled to give birth, grow and strengthen the Base Communities wherever she 

went! She believed so much in them as a great means of evangelization. Thank you, 
Sister Suzanne, you remain forever alive in our midst!"         
Sister Jacqueline St-Jean
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In the middle of the 19th century, on October 20, 
1844, the Congregation of the Grey Nuns of 

Montreal received an urgent expression of need concerning his parish from 
Father Pierre Adrien Telmon, OMI, pastor of the young city of Bytown 
(now Ottawa): “Religious instruction and education are more pressing than 
anything else.   I am therefore writing to you today not to invite you, but to beg 
you to give us two of your sisters to do schooling here in both languages until they 
can, afterwards, embrace all the works which are the objective of your Institute.”
Faced with the insistence of this pastor who had already made the same 
request previously, after prayer and reflection, the community agreed to 
come to the aid of this new category of poor, the children without a school.   
It entrusted the young Sister Elisabeth Bruyère, who had already had 
several years of teaching experience before she entered religious life, with 
the task of establishing this indispensable work in a new environment.  Not 
only did she commit herself to this work, but she also saw to it that a 
quality staff was formed to serve these young people.

An educator at heart, at a time when there were no teachers’ colleges or 

universities, her pedagogical ideas allowed her to pay 
special attention to the work of teaching and to 
provide valuable guidance to her companions who 
were engaged in this ministry.  For the latter, her 
presence alone at the teachers’ meetings was an 
inspiration.  Aware of the role that female teachers 
were called upon to play in the educational process, 
she invited the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate to 

teach them chemistry, physics, botany and English rhetoric in addition to 
the regular subjects of arithmetic, geometry and geography.  She even 
sought recourse to outside individuals: Mr. Napoléon Bourassa came to 
teach drawing and painting.  She also sent her teachers to study the 
teaching methodology of the Christian Brothers. 
 
The advice that overflows in her letters was always very judicious, as 

shown by this message to the sisters in 
Pembroke on December 24, 1868: “Devote 
yourself fully to the students entrusted to you.  
Ready yourself to teach through your studies so that 
you will not be weak in any area.  Seriously study 
grammar, arithmetic, geography, etc., so that you 

may make your pupils strong in these important subjects.  Don't try to teach what 
you don't know, but make yourself capable of dealing with everything.”  On the 
same date, she encouraged the sisters from Montebello: "You must study 
and study every day, prepare the lessons you will have to explain."
She faithfully followed the academic careers of the teachers and did her 
best to prepare them, with the means available to her at the time when, 
beyond the subjects of teaching, it was especially important for her to see 
that the subjects are well assimilated by the pupils.  On June 4, 1862, she 
encouraged Sister Phelan to make sure “that the children have a good grasp of 
their subjects, that they don't come across as parrots.” To do this, she believed 

that the teachers should never stop studying and that they should carefully 
prepare their school work. Mother Bruyère therefore saw to the continuous 
training of her personnel by recommending perseverance in study, 
without forgetting the immediate preparation of classes. To the 
indispensable acquisition of the sciences, to enable the teachers to transmit 
them, Mother Bruyère added an essential point: the pooling of resources, 
fraternal mutual assistance. “We need to put our knowledge in common and to 
acquire new knowledge.”

Of course, for Mother Bruyère, religion and moral formation must be the 
major priority of the teachers, without however sinking into proselytism.  
Protestant girls were welcomed in the school like Catholics.  A golden rule 
expressed to Sister Ste-Marie on April 23, 1862 still applies in this area: 
“Work to form the heart and character of these dear children as well as their 
intelligence.” Thus, from the beginning of the Bytown boarding school, 
efforts were made to awaken the social conscience of the students, to make 
them aware of the needs of other children and of all the ill-fated.  They are 
occasionally brought into contact with the orphans and the handicapped 
members of the house.  They accompany the sisters who visit the poor.  
They are encouraged to perform acts of charity for the orphans.

By transmitting her vision to her fellow teachers, Mother Bruyère formed a 
group of multipliers who would in turn offer a choice education to society.

AN EVERLASTING PRESENCE ON 
BRAZILIAN SOIL

SISTER SUZANNE LABROSSE 

“We have seen with our own eyes how Irmã Susana (Sister 
Suzanne) has incarnated the charism of our Congregation 
in evangelization”, say our Brazilian Sisters and they 
add “in the footsteps of Mother Bruyère, in the service of 
the poor.” 

It must be said that Sister Suzanne, a musician, learned very early to align 
herself with the mission that awaited her in Brazil. As soon as she got off 
the boat in Rio de Janeiro, on March 27, 1961, she recognized Dom Helder 
Camera who had come to welcome the new missionaries. “It was a prophetic 
sign,”she said, “to be the first to meet the defender of the poor on Brazilian soil.”  
 
Moreover, it was at this time that she gradually learned to dance with the 
music to the rhythm of the poor, just like Mother Bruyère. While still a 
student of the Portuguese language in Marília, she took advantage of some 
time off to go to Tupi Paulista to see the color of the walls of the Sisters’ 
future house next to the hospital.  What a surprise: “But wait, Sister, it hasn't 
even started yet. We have to wait for the coffee harvest first to see if we can proceed 
with the building!”  This was enough to make Sister Suzanne think, and she 
already recognizes that in the Church animated by Liberation theology in 
which she is now embarking, it is no longer enough to act “in favor of the 
poor” but “starting from the poor.”

It was on December 1, 1961, that the first notes of the mission would set the 
tone for all that was to follow. Sister Suzanne began to work, with her 
companions, at the Santa Casa hospital that had just opened its doors in 
Tupi Paulista. Like Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne took courage and 
presented Mother Saint Paul with the first dilemma of the foundation: 
“Why do we have to start with the hospital when we have been called for the 
Pastoral Ministry?” Realizing the importance of the mission of the Sisters in 
Pastoral Care, the authorities allowed Sister Suzanne to stay and work in 
Pastoral Care at Panorama Parish with Miss Françoise Noël, a lay 
missionary. And to begin catechesis under a tree with a small group of 
children until the time came to find a space in the church that was just 

being built. For the daughters of Mother Bruyère in Brazil, this event gave 
a whole new meaning to the mission: “When God calls, He makes the 
paths straight!” With Sister Suzanne, we realize how much God 
guarantees his presence to the community in a prophetic way and that, 
since the beginning of the foundation.

Later in 1964, describing the beginnings of the mission in Pastoral Care 
with the arrival of Sister Margarida (Bibiane Lavictoire) and Sister Éveline 
Joanisse in the Parish of Monte Castelo, Sister Suzanne comments: “With 
the arrival of new groups of missionaries from Canada, we begin to work on an 
equal footing in the mission with the people. We are not just helpers, we are jointly 
responsible for the mission.” This awareness of joint responsibility 
strengthens perseverance and fulfillment of the mission: the Sisters get 
together and prepare a new Catechetical Program in preparation for First 
Communion: Eis me aqui, Senhor!  (Here I am Lord!). The participation of 
the families in the process of evangelization is favorable to the formation 
of groups that create the Base Communities (CEBs) that Sr. Suzanne 
accompanies and from there the experience multiplies throughout the 
Comarca (Pastoral Unit).

In 1972, there is no shortage of challenges 
in the mission as described by Sister 
Suzanne but God ensures his presence to 
the extent of moving mountains if 
necessary. Following the example of 

Mother Bruyère, we invoked Marguerite d'Youville.  It was then that she 
inspired us to return to our roots: to opt for the poorest, the one who, in 
this faith-filled milieu, is hungry for the Word of God.  Several conferences 
and numerous achievements are carried out to strengthen the 
commitment to apostolic life starting from a more authentic community 
life in the school of great spiritual masters, including Fr. Luciano Mendes 
de Oliveira and Fr. João Batista Libânio. Vocation ministry is initiated by 
the novices themselves. The Sisters implement the new catechetical 
program throughout the region. “And I, says Sister Suzanne, respond to the 
invitation to share my experience with the Base Communities at the diocesan 
meeting in Marília.”  That was all it took for a telegram received on 
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Pastoral Care at Panorama Parish with Miss Françoise Noël, a lay 
missionary. And to begin catechesis under a tree with a small group of 
children until the time came to find a space in the church that was just 

being built. For the daughters of Mother Bruyère in Brazil, this event gave 
a whole new meaning to the mission: “When God calls, He makes the 
paths straight!” With Sister Suzanne, we realize how much God 
guarantees his presence to the community in a prophetic way and that, 
since the beginning of the foundation.

Later in 1964, describing the beginnings of the mission in Pastoral Care 
with the arrival of Sister Margarida (Bibiane Lavictoire) and Sister Éveline 
Joanisse in the Parish of Monte Castelo, Sister Suzanne comments: “With 
the arrival of new groups of missionaries from Canada, we begin to work on an 
equal footing in the mission with the people. We are not just helpers, we are jointly 
responsible for the mission.” This awareness of joint responsibility 
strengthens perseverance and fulfillment of the mission: the Sisters get 
together and prepare a new Catechetical Program in preparation for First 
Communion: Eis me aqui, Senhor!  (Here I am Lord!). The participation of 
the families in the process of evangelization is favorable to the formation 
of groups that create the Base Communities (CEBs) that Sr. Suzanne 
accompanies and from there the experience multiplies throughout the 
Comarca (Pastoral Unit).

In 1972, there is no shortage of challenges 
in the mission as described by Sister 
Suzanne but God ensures his presence to 
the extent of moving mountains if 
necessary. Following the example of 

Mother Bruyère, we invoked Marguerite d'Youville.  It was then that she 
inspired us to return to our roots: to opt for the poorest, the one who, in 
this faith-filled milieu, is hungry for the Word of God.  Several conferences 
and numerous achievements are carried out to strengthen the 
commitment to apostolic life starting from a more authentic community 
life in the school of great spiritual masters, including Fr. Luciano Mendes 
de Oliveira and Fr. João Batista Libânio. Vocation ministry is initiated by 
the novices themselves. The Sisters implement the new catechetical 
program throughout the region. “And I, says Sister Suzanne, respond to the 
invitation to share my experience with the Base Communities at the diocesan 
meeting in Marília.”  That was all it took for a telegram received on 
November 11, 1972, to confirm that the Sisters could continue their 

pastoral mission in Brazil. For Sister Suzanne, in fact, there is something 
akin with “the mustard seed” of which Jesus speaks, just as in the 
foundation of Bytown: a force capable of intervening to guarantee the 
mission.

Appointed Regional Superior from 1978 to 1982, Sister Suzanne reserved a 
missionary activity as a backdrop, that of accompanying the Base 
Community in the center of Tupi Paulista, in addition to responding to the 
Pastoral Region of the Diocese of Marília in order to share her experience 
with Base Communities. At the end of her mandate as Regional Superior, 
in March 1982, Sister Suzanne led the Congregation and the people of Tupi 
Paulista to a greater missionary openness. With her companions, she 
accepts to be foundress of the new mission in Ferraz de Vasconcelos/SP, in 
the diocese of Mogi das Cruzes to work in Pastoral Care in the outskirts of 
São Paulo, with religious of Dutch origin, the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts 
of Jesus and Mary. Elisabeth Bruyère and her daughters rely more than 
ever on the Church's preferential option for the poor in Latin America to 
advance the mission: “To lean down to the poor is to go up to God!” It is in 
this context that Sister Suzanne assumes the biblical formation in the Base 
Communities of the two parishes and initiates prison pastoral ministry, 
setting the tone in order to humanize such an environment in the name of 
the Gospel, to the point of calling the inmates “her prison loves”!

Sister Suzanne spent her time doing good 
in Brazil (from 1961-1996) by building 
bridges between the Sisters, the Pastoral 
teams, the Church and the poor. Like 
Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne made sure 
that the most perfect harmony reigned 
among us in Brazil. It is in this spirit that 
Sister Suzanne is remembered at the time of 

her eulogy: "In all the parishes, in all our communities where she passed, it was 
in simplicity and humility that Sister Suzanne served the poor and taught the 
truth, thus revealing the compassion of God the Father. Her favorites were without 
a doubt the poor, the prisoners and the sick. With what affection, what gentleness, 
what tenderness Sister Suzanne treated each and everyone! What love, what 
interest she had for the Base Groups, the Base Communities (CEBs)! How she 
struggled to give birth, grow and strengthen the Base Communities wherever she 

went! She believed so much in them as a great means of evangelization. Thank you, 
Sister Suzanne, you remain forever alive in our midst!"         
Sister Jacqueline St-Jean
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“We have seen with our own eyes how Irmã Susana (Sister 
Suzanne) has incarnated the charism of our Congregation 
in evangelization”, say our Brazilian Sisters and they 
add “in the footsteps of Mother Bruyère, in the service of 
the poor.” 

It must be said that Sister Suzanne, a musician, learned very early to align 
herself with the mission that awaited her in Brazil. As soon as she got off 
the boat in Rio de Janeiro, on March 27, 1961, she recognized Dom Helder 
Camera who had come to welcome the new missionaries. “It was a prophetic 
sign,”she said, “to be the first to meet the defender of the poor on Brazilian soil.”  
 
Moreover, it was at this time that she gradually learned to dance with the 
music to the rhythm of the poor, just like Mother Bruyère. While still a 
student of the Portuguese language in Marília, she took advantage of some 
time off to go to Tupi Paulista to see the color of the walls of the Sisters’ 
future house next to the hospital.  What a surprise: “But wait, Sister, it hasn't 
even started yet. We have to wait for the coffee harvest first to see if we can proceed 
with the building!”  This was enough to make Sister Suzanne think, and she 
already recognizes that in the Church animated by Liberation theology in 
which she is now embarking, it is no longer enough to act “in favor of the 
poor” but “starting from the poor.”

It was on December 1, 1961, that the first notes of the mission would set the 
tone for all that was to follow. Sister Suzanne began to work, with her 
companions, at the Santa Casa hospital that had just opened its doors in 
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Currently, our world lives in an 
atmosphere of war.  Inevitably, events of 
World War II come to mind and the 
apprehension of a third war crosses our 
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minds.  In this same line of thought, let us look at an account from the 
“Annals of the Grey Nuns of the Cross, 1939”.  The action takes place at the 
dawn of the 1939-1945 war.  Our sisters Louis-Joseph and Marie-Stella, 
both music teachers, are in France at the Institut Pédagogique Musical 
Raymond Thivierge in Paris, France, to follow a course in music pedagogy.  
Already, in the distance, the threat of a second world war can be heard.  
Our two Sisters were trapped in Paris and the unstable, if not very 
dangerous, situation prompted them to return to Canada.  In a conference 
presented to the community upon their return, Sister Louis-Joseph 
describes the events of their adventure.  Here are some excerpts from her 
talk.

“On August 25, towards the end of the morning, Sister Marie-Stella telephoned 
the Canadian Legation to inquire about the gravity of the situation.  The secretary 
answered without hesitation: ‘Sisters, leave Paris immediately, and France as soon 
as possible.  On this advice, we took steps to seek refuge outside the area of probable 
activity.  We packed our trunks while we awaited the answer, and went to make 
our reservations on the next transatlantic crossing while wiring the Mother House 
to notify the authorities of our return.

Since the war which had been close to breaking out at that time gave us a reprieve, 
we resumed our studies and continued to work without respite until the following 
Thursday.  On that day, Sister Marie-Stella declared that she would no longer go 
to the news because it made her lose both appetite and sleep.  It was my turn to take 
care of her, as I felt the responsibility becoming more serious given that events were 
becoming more and more threatening.  On the evening of August 31, the radio 

informs us that the next day, the roads will be under the direct orders of the 
Government and that it will not be possible to provide any regular transportation 
to civilian travelers: that it is the last day of free evacuation for the inhabitants of 
Paris.  On the first of September, we went to the office of the Canadian National, 
purchased our tickets and reserved our cabins.  On our way back, we bid farewell 
to the staff of the Institute, closed our trunks and, at half past one, the company car 
was at our door.  We can rejoice, all public communication having been suspended 
: bus, subway, telephone even, everything is commandeered or interrupted.  The 
foreigners panic and take the free cabs to be driven from one station to another, 
because everyone is thinking of fleeing without delay.  We read that one cab driver 
made enough money in two days for he and his family to live for two years without 
working.  An American, happy to be in time for the ocean liner, gave the man who 
took him there a one-hundred-dollar tip.

The French are calm and saddened.  They just have to face the ordeal they had 
always hoped to see recede.  Women cry, mothers embrace their sons, little ones 
hug their daddy who looks at them painfully.

At half past three, we took the road to Cherbourg 
and arrived in the evening.  The Andora was 
waiting for us, a boat that could accommodate 
80 passengers and we were 200!  Cots were set 
up and it was not until 12:20 that we could 
retire to our cabin, which was barely big enough 
for one person.  We recite the Ave Maris Stella 
that we repeat every night.

Before departing, we think of sending a cablegram, but that is impossible.  The very 
next day, we receive a message by radio, which warns us to put the ship into 
complete darkness, starting at six o'clock in the evening.  Until the morning, the 
doors were closed, the portholes painted in black were hermetically sealed; it was 
forbidden to use pocket lights, matches or cigarettes on deck.  The balls were 
cancelled, no one feels like dancing or masquerading.

The radio messages inform us of the sinking of the Athenia.  The newspapers told 
us that our transatlantic ship had been pursued or accompanied by nine 
submarines which were flagged, nothing more.  Finally, after eleven day crossing, 
we entered the port from where we sent a message to our reverend Mother 
Superior, a message that caused great joy!”

The memory of this crossing will remain forever marked in the memory of 
our two Sisters.  On September 13, at 11:20 p.m., the two travelers finally 
entered their beloved Mother House in Ottawa, where the community was 
waiting for them and where they finally found the security they had 
longed for.
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together and prepare a new Catechetical Program in preparation for First 
Communion: Eis me aqui, Senhor!  (Here I am Lord!). The participation of 
the families in the process of evangelization is favorable to the formation 
of groups that create the Base Communities (CEBs) that Sr. Suzanne 
accompanies and from there the experience multiplies throughout the 
Comarca (Pastoral Unit).

In 1972, there is no shortage of challenges 
in the mission as described by Sister 
Suzanne but God ensures his presence to 
the extent of moving mountains if 
necessary. Following the example of 

Mother Bruyère, we invoked Marguerite d'Youville.  It was then that she 
inspired us to return to our roots: to opt for the poorest, the one who, in 
this faith-filled milieu, is hungry for the Word of God.  Several conferences 
and numerous achievements are carried out to strengthen the 
commitment to apostolic life starting from a more authentic community 
life in the school of great spiritual masters, including Fr. Luciano Mendes 
de Oliveira and Fr. João Batista Libânio. Vocation ministry is initiated by 
the novices themselves. The Sisters implement the new catechetical 
program throughout the region. “And I, says Sister Suzanne, respond to the 
invitation to share my experience with the Base Communities at the diocesan 
meeting in Marília.”  That was all it took for a telegram received on 
November 11, 1972, to confirm that the Sisters could continue their 

pastoral mission in Brazil. For Sister Suzanne, in fact, there is something 
akin with “the mustard seed” of which Jesus speaks, just as in the 
foundation of Bytown: a force capable of intervening to guarantee the 
mission.

Appointed Regional Superior from 1978 to 1982, Sister Suzanne reserved a 
missionary activity as a backdrop, that of accompanying the Base 
Community in the center of Tupi Paulista, in addition to responding to the 
Pastoral Region of the Diocese of Marília in order to share her experience 
with Base Communities. At the end of her mandate as Regional Superior, 
in March 1982, Sister Suzanne led the Congregation and the people of Tupi 
Paulista to a greater missionary openness. With her companions, she 
accepts to be foundress of the new mission in Ferraz de Vasconcelos/SP, in 
the diocese of Mogi das Cruzes to work in Pastoral Care in the outskirts of 
São Paulo, with religious of Dutch origin, the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts 
of Jesus and Mary. Elisabeth Bruyère and her daughters rely more than 
ever on the Church's preferential option for the poor in Latin America to 
advance the mission: “To lean down to the poor is to go up to God!” It is in 
this context that Sister Suzanne assumes the biblical formation in the Base 
Communities of the two parishes and initiates prison pastoral ministry, 
setting the tone in order to humanize such an environment in the name of 
the Gospel, to the point of calling the inmates “her prison loves”!

Sister Suzanne spent her time doing good 
in Brazil (from 1961-1996) by building 
bridges between the Sisters, the Pastoral 
teams, the Church and the poor. Like 
Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne made sure 
that the most perfect harmony reigned 
among us in Brazil. It is in this spirit that 
Sister Suzanne is remembered at the time of 

her eulogy: "In all the parishes, in all our communities where she passed, it was 
in simplicity and humility that Sister Suzanne served the poor and taught the 
truth, thus revealing the compassion of God the Father. Her favorites were without 
a doubt the poor, the prisoners and the sick. With what affection, what gentleness, 
what tenderness Sister Suzanne treated each and everyone! What love, what 
interest she had for the Base Groups, the Base Communities (CEBs)! How she 
struggled to give birth, grow and strengthen the Base Communities wherever she 

A MOMENT OF FEAR

THE EARTH SHAKES IN OTTAWA

Earthquakes did not wait for climate changes 
to reveal themselves.  In the Chronicles of the 
Mother House, Mother Bruyère describes the 
passage of one of these unwelcome visitors.  
Here is the story she tells us on June 11, 1861.  
"On this day, Thursday, at about nine o'clock, 
the Sisters of the community were sitting 
around a table mending the laundry, and 

suddenly there was a rolling sound, then a loud crash that sounded like a 
rock splitting, followed by two strong shocks that made the house crack.  
They shout, “Earthquake!”  The Sisters throw themselves on their knees 
and pray as if the last hour had arrived.  All the Sisters are frightened and 
do not recover from their fear all night.”
There is no mention of broken trees or torn roofs, but the element of 
surprise played out, and there was more fear than harm.         

Currently, our world lives in an 
atmosphere of war.  Inevitably, events of 
World War II come to mind and the 
apprehension of a third war crosses our 

minds.  In this same line of thought, let us look at an account from the 
“Annals of the Grey Nuns of the Cross, 1939”.  The action takes place at the 
dawn of the 1939-1945 war.  Our sisters Louis-Joseph and Marie-Stella, 
both music teachers, are in France at the Institut Pédagogique Musical 
Raymond Thivierge in Paris, France, to follow a course in music pedagogy.  
Already, in the distance, the threat of a second world war can be heard.  
Our two Sisters were trapped in Paris and the unstable, if not very 
dangerous, situation prompted them to return to Canada.  In a conference 
presented to the community upon their return, Sister Louis-Joseph 
describes the events of their adventure.  Here are some excerpts from her 
talk.

“On August 25, towards the end of the morning, Sister Marie-Stella telephoned 
the Canadian Legation to inquire about the gravity of the situation.  The secretary 
answered without hesitation: ‘Sisters, leave Paris immediately, and France as soon 
as possible.  On this advice, we took steps to seek refuge outside the area of probable 
activity.  We packed our trunks while we awaited the answer, and went to make 
our reservations on the next transatlantic crossing while wiring the Mother House 
to notify the authorities of our return.

Since the war which had been close to breaking out at that time gave us a reprieve, 
we resumed our studies and continued to work without respite until the following 
Thursday.  On that day, Sister Marie-Stella declared that she would no longer go 
to the news because it made her lose both appetite and sleep.  It was my turn to take 
care of her, as I felt the responsibility becoming more serious given that events were 
becoming more and more threatening.  On the evening of August 31, the radio 

informs us that the next day, the roads will be under the direct orders of the 
Government and that it will not be possible to provide any regular transportation 
to civilian travelers: that it is the last day of free evacuation for the inhabitants of 
Paris.  On the first of September, we went to the office of the Canadian National, 
purchased our tickets and reserved our cabins.  On our way back, we bid farewell 
to the staff of the Institute, closed our trunks and, at half past one, the company car 
was at our door.  We can rejoice, all public communication having been suspended 
: bus, subway, telephone even, everything is commandeered or interrupted.  The 
foreigners panic and take the free cabs to be driven from one station to another, 
because everyone is thinking of fleeing without delay.  We read that one cab driver 
made enough money in two days for he and his family to live for two years without 
working.  An American, happy to be in time for the ocean liner, gave the man who 
took him there a one-hundred-dollar tip.

The French are calm and saddened.  They just have to face the ordeal they had 
always hoped to see recede.  Women cry, mothers embrace their sons, little ones 
hug their daddy who looks at them painfully.

At half past three, we took the road to Cherbourg 
and arrived in the evening.  The Andora was 
waiting for us, a boat that could accommodate 
80 passengers and we were 200!  Cots were set 
up and it was not until 12:20 that we could 
retire to our cabin, which was barely big enough 
for one person.  We recite the Ave Maris Stella 
that we repeat every night.

Before departing, we think of sending a cablegram, but that is impossible.  The very 
next day, we receive a message by radio, which warns us to put the ship into 
complete darkness, starting at six o'clock in the evening.  Until the morning, the 
doors were closed, the portholes painted in black were hermetically sealed; it was 
forbidden to use pocket lights, matches or cigarettes on deck.  The balls were 
cancelled, no one feels like dancing or masquerading.

The radio messages inform us of the sinking of the Athenia.  The newspapers told 
us that our transatlantic ship had been pursued or accompanied by nine 
submarines which were flagged, nothing more.  Finally, after eleven day crossing, 
we entered the port from where we sent a message to our reverend Mother 
Superior, a message that caused great joy!”

The memory of this crossing will remain forever marked in the memory of 
our two Sisters.  On September 13, at 11:20 p.m., the two travelers finally 
entered their beloved Mother House in Ottawa, where the community was 
waiting for them and where they finally found the security they had 
longed for.

went! She believed so much in them as a great means of evangelization. Thank you, 
Sister Suzanne, you remain forever alive in our midst!"         
Sister Jacqueline St-Jean
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“We have seen with our own eyes how Irmã Susana (Sister 
Suzanne) has incarnated the charism of our Congregation 
in evangelization”, say our Brazilian Sisters and they 
add “in the footsteps of Mother Bruyère, in the service of 
the poor.” 

It must be said that Sister Suzanne, a musician, learned very early to align 
herself with the mission that awaited her in Brazil. As soon as she got off 
the boat in Rio de Janeiro, on March 27, 1961, she recognized Dom Helder 
Camera who had come to welcome the new missionaries. “It was a prophetic 
sign,”she said, “to be the first to meet the defender of the poor on Brazilian soil.”  
 
Moreover, it was at this time that she gradually learned to dance with the 
music to the rhythm of the poor, just like Mother Bruyère. While still a 
student of the Portuguese language in Marília, she took advantage of some 
time off to go to Tupi Paulista to see the color of the walls of the Sisters’ 
future house next to the hospital.  What a surprise: “But wait, Sister, it hasn't 
even started yet. We have to wait for the coffee harvest first to see if we can proceed 
with the building!”  This was enough to make Sister Suzanne think, and she 
already recognizes that in the Church animated by Liberation theology in 
which she is now embarking, it is no longer enough to act “in favor of the 
poor” but “starting from the poor.”

It was on December 1, 1961, that the first notes of the mission would set the 
tone for all that was to follow. Sister Suzanne began to work, with her 
companions, at the Santa Casa hospital that had just opened its doors in 
Tupi Paulista. Like Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne took courage and 
presented Mother Saint Paul with the first dilemma of the foundation: 
“Why do we have to start with the hospital when we have been called for the 
Pastoral Ministry?” Realizing the importance of the mission of the Sisters in 
Pastoral Care, the authorities allowed Sister Suzanne to stay and work in 
Pastoral Care at Panorama Parish with Miss Françoise Noël, a lay 
missionary. And to begin catechesis under a tree with a small group of 
children until the time came to find a space in the church that was just 

being built. For the daughters of Mother Bruyère in Brazil, this event gave 
a whole new meaning to the mission: “When God calls, He makes the 
paths straight!” With Sister Suzanne, we realize how much God 
guarantees his presence to the community in a prophetic way and that, 
since the beginning of the foundation.

Later in 1964, describing the beginnings of the mission in Pastoral Care 
with the arrival of Sister Margarida (Bibiane Lavictoire) and Sister Éveline 
Joanisse in the Parish of Monte Castelo, Sister Suzanne comments: “With 
the arrival of new groups of missionaries from Canada, we begin to work on an 
equal footing in the mission with the people. We are not just helpers, we are jointly 
responsible for the mission.” This awareness of joint responsibility 
strengthens perseverance and fulfillment of the mission: the Sisters get 
together and prepare a new Catechetical Program in preparation for First 
Communion: Eis me aqui, Senhor!  (Here I am Lord!). The participation of 
the families in the process of evangelization is favorable to the formation 
of groups that create the Base Communities (CEBs) that Sr. Suzanne 
accompanies and from there the experience multiplies throughout the 
Comarca (Pastoral Unit).

In 1972, there is no shortage of challenges 
in the mission as described by Sister 
Suzanne but God ensures his presence to 
the extent of moving mountains if 
necessary. Following the example of 

Mother Bruyère, we invoked Marguerite d'Youville.  It was then that she 
inspired us to return to our roots: to opt for the poorest, the one who, in 
this faith-filled milieu, is hungry for the Word of God.  Several conferences 
and numerous achievements are carried out to strengthen the 
commitment to apostolic life starting from a more authentic community 
life in the school of great spiritual masters, including Fr. Luciano Mendes 
de Oliveira and Fr. João Batista Libânio. Vocation ministry is initiated by 
the novices themselves. The Sisters implement the new catechetical 
program throughout the region. “And I, says Sister Suzanne, respond to the 
invitation to share my experience with the Base Communities at the diocesan 
meeting in Marília.”  That was all it took for a telegram received on 
November 11, 1972, to confirm that the Sisters could continue their 

pastoral mission in Brazil. For Sister Suzanne, in fact, there is something 
akin with “the mustard seed” of which Jesus speaks, just as in the 
foundation of Bytown: a force capable of intervening to guarantee the 
mission.

Appointed Regional Superior from 1978 to 1982, Sister Suzanne reserved a 
missionary activity as a backdrop, that of accompanying the Base 
Community in the center of Tupi Paulista, in addition to responding to the 
Pastoral Region of the Diocese of Marília in order to share her experience 
with Base Communities. At the end of her mandate as Regional Superior, 
in March 1982, Sister Suzanne led the Congregation and the people of Tupi 
Paulista to a greater missionary openness. With her companions, she 
accepts to be foundress of the new mission in Ferraz de Vasconcelos/SP, in 
the diocese of Mogi das Cruzes to work in Pastoral Care in the outskirts of 
São Paulo, with religious of Dutch origin, the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts 
of Jesus and Mary. Elisabeth Bruyère and her daughters rely more than 
ever on the Church's preferential option for the poor in Latin America to 
advance the mission: “To lean down to the poor is to go up to God!” It is in 
this context that Sister Suzanne assumes the biblical formation in the Base 
Communities of the two parishes and initiates prison pastoral ministry, 
setting the tone in order to humanize such an environment in the name of 
the Gospel, to the point of calling the inmates “her prison loves”!

Sister Suzanne spent her time doing good 
in Brazil (from 1961-1996) by building 
bridges between the Sisters, the Pastoral 
teams, the Church and the poor. Like 
Mother Bruyère, Sister Suzanne made sure 
that the most perfect harmony reigned 
among us in Brazil. It is in this spirit that 
Sister Suzanne is remembered at the time of 

her eulogy: "In all the parishes, in all our communities where she passed, it was 
in simplicity and humility that Sister Suzanne served the poor and taught the 
truth, thus revealing the compassion of God the Father. Her favorites were without 
a doubt the poor, the prisoners and the sick. With what affection, what gentleness, 
what tenderness Sister Suzanne treated each and everyone! What love, what 
interest she had for the Base Groups, the Base Communities (CEBs)! How she 
struggled to give birth, grow and strengthen the Base Communities wherever she 

 

went! She believed so much in them as a great means of evangelization. Thank you, 
Sister Suzanne, you remain forever alive in our midst!"         
Sister Jacqueline St-Jean
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Prayer to request a favour

Father, we thank you for having filled
Mother Élisabeth Bruyère’s heart with a
reflection of your infinite compassion
and with complete abandon into the

hands of Divine Providence. Today, with
faith and confidence, we beseech you in

the Name of Jesus, your Son and through
the intercession of Mother Élisabeth

Bruyère, to grant this grace which is so
dear to our heart …

With absolute certainty that our prayer
will be answered, Father, we praise you

and we give you thanks. AMEN


